
555  GOLF  ACADEMY 
‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

HOVERING 
 

So now we come to a lesson involving your learning to fly a helicopter to and from the 

PGA Tour events! Not really but in the same realm! 

 

Most people set up for a ‘Putting Procedure’ in a ‘Three Point Configuration’ (3 wheels 

contacting the ground, like in a ‘Tail Dragger’ or ‘Nose Gear’ airplane - still flying, but 

fixed wing now!)  

 

Likewise, that means they ‘SET-UP’ looking like a ‘Camera Tripod’ (‘For Those Who 

Don’t Like Flying!’), two feet on the ground, with the third point of stability and support 

being the ‘Clubhead’. These ‘Three Point’ folks have varying degrees of weight resting 

or pressing on the ‘Sole’ of their ‘Putter’. This contributes to their ‘Balance’. One must 

be aware that the ‘Ocular’ contribution to balance is huge. When one has poor ‘Ocular 

Focus’ ones balance is compromised or reduced. If you are a ‘Three Pointer’ it may take 

you a short while to adjust your balance when you become a ‘Two Pointer’ (‘Wheel 

Landing’). It is well worth the time investment! 

 

Another term for ‘Hovering’ is to ‘Take The Weight Of The ‘Golf Club In Your 

Target Hand’. That means it is off the ground … ready for ‘Take-Away’. 

 

“What A Nuisance Procedure!” you say. Well, it is not so unusual and should not feel 

like a burden. It is a ‘Fact Of Physics’ that we all have to ‘Lift The Blade Off The Dance 

Floor’ before we take it away or it will drag and stub the ground. So we all wisely ‘Take 

Up The Weight’ in any case.  

 

There is a problem in our ‘Taking Up The Weight’ just as we start the ‘Putting Stroke’. 

Our first move with our ‘Lever Assemblies’ (‘Hands & Arms’) is then ‘Vertical’ in 

nature. That creates reduced depth and width. That also creates ‘Tension’ in our “Levers’ 

which hampers the pure stroke we all agree we are attempting. It reduces our spatial 

stability and inertia. It compromises our ‘Probability Of Success’ (‘POS’). 

 

I must add the well-known ‘555 GOLF’ saying that ‘I Drive As I Putt’. Thus one should 

‘Hover’ with all ‘Golf Swing Procedures’. You choose wisely and get at ‘IT’! 
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